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What is a Process?

A process is a program in execution.

The process is the unit of work in an OS.

– System processes are created by the OS to perform

tasks on the user’s or system’s behalf.

– User processes are created more directly by the user’s

actions.  They include application programs and system

utilities.

What makes up a process?

Text section: the program code.
CPU state: program counter, register contents.
Execution stack: function parameters, local variables.
Data section:

– Statically defined globals (defined at compile/link time)
– The heap (dynamically allocated memory)

“Process” is not the same as “program”!
– A program by itself is a passive object
– A process is an active object

Process Memory Structure

Text Section

Data Section

Execution
Stack
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Process State

A process can be New, Running, Waiting, Ready, or
Terminated.

Only one
process at a

time

Many
processes,
potentially

Process Control Blocks

Used by the kernel to keep track of processes
and their progress.

Typical contents:
– Process state (new, ready, running, waiting,

terminated)
– Program counter
– CPU registers
– CPU scheduling info (priority, scheduling

queues, etc)
– Memory management info: base and limit

register values
– Accounting info: CPU time used so far, etc.
– I/O status info: list of devices allocated

Context Switching

Context switch:
Save current state

to PCB
Restore new state

from PCB
Can be slow (1-1000

usec)
Faster if hardware

provides support

Note on threads

For now, we assume a process only has one thread of
execution.

Thread libraries allow multiple threads of execution
within the same process with no context switching.

By avoiding frequent context switches, efficiency can be
improved.

Multiple stacks and register sets in a shared address
space.
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Process Scheduling

Scheduling: deciding which READY process to run.
OS maintains a job queue

– Lists all system processes

OS maintains a ready queue
– Lists all currently ready processes

Each device requires a device queue
– Lists the processes waiting for a device

System Queues

Queuing diagram for processes
Queues

Resources
serving the

queues

Schedulers

Long-term scheduler:
– Decides which jobs to admit to the system
– Controls the degree of multiprogramming
– Only used on batch systems

Short-term scheduler:
– Picks a READY process to run
– Executes frequently, e.g. every 0.1 sec
– Must be very fast to minimize system overhead

Medium-term scheduler:
– Selects processes to swap to disk to reduce degree of

multiprogramming -> more space for other processes
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Swapping

Medium-term scheduler decides when to swap processes
to disk and back to main memory.

Process Creation

Process creation:
– Parent process calls create-process() system call.
– The new process is the child.

What happens when child is spawned?
– Parent continues to run concurrently, OR,
– Parent waits for children to terminate

What happens to child process memory?
– Can be a duplicate of the parent process memory, OR,
– Can have a different program loaded into it

Process Tree Process Creation in Unix

Every process has a process ID (PID)
Use the fork() syscall to create a new process

– You will use fork() in programming assignment 1!
– Parent can decide whether to continue or wait
– Child address space is a COPY of the parent’s addr space
– Return code from fork():

• In the child process, return code is 0
• In the parent’s process, return code is the child’s PID

– Child process can call execlp() to morph into new program
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Fork() Example

#incude <stdio.h>
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) {

int pid;
/* fork a child process */
pid = fork();
/* check fork() return code */
if ( pid < 0 ) {

/* some error occurred */
fprintf( stderr, “Fork failed!\n” );
exit( -1 );

} else if ( pid == 0 ) {
/* this is the child process */
execlp( “/bin/ls”, “ls”, NULL ); /* morph into “ls” */

} else {
/* this is the parent process. Wait for child to complete */
wait( NULL );
printf( “Child completed -- parent now exiting.\n” );
exit( 0 );

}
}

Process Termination

A process can request its own termination with exit()

Some OS’s allow one process to kill another

– Uses an abort() syscall (kill() in Unix)

– Usually a process can only be killed by its parent

– What to do with children when a process dies?

• Cascading termination: all descendents are killed by OS

• In Unix, children get reassigned the init process as parent

Cooperating Processes

Concurrent processes can be independent or cooperating
Reasons for cooperation:

– Information sharing, e.g. shared file
– Parallel execution on multiprocessor systems
– Modularity: separation of responsibilities can make

programming easier
– User convenience: it is sometimes nice to do several

things at once with a shared resource.
• E.g. editing and compiling a program at the same time

Cooperation requires IPC and Synchronization

Cooperation Patterns

Many cooperation problems fall into the producer-
consumer category

The “producer” generates information
The “consumer” consumes (uses) that information
Examples:

– An email client process consumes email data placed in a
spool (buffer) by an email delivery process

– A printer driver process consumes documents produced by
a print process
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Producer-Consumer Pattern

Unbounded-buffer problem:
– Infinite buffer
– Consumer has to wait sometimes (buffer empty)
– Producer can always write to the buffer

Bounded-buffer problem:
– Finite buffer
– Consumer has to wait sometimes (buffer empty)
– Producer has to wait sometimes (buffer full)

Programming Assignment 1: a simple unbounded-buffer
problem using message passing.

What have we learned?

Basics of process management.
Process creation.
Introduction to local process cooperation via IPC.


